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Httikies to.~
Only standing room
tickets remain for this
weekend's matchup
against the Gophers

Gophers

Huskies vs. Gophers
WCHA
GAMEi

by Rob LaP/ante

7:35 P.M. FRIDAY AT

MARroccr ARENA

SPORTS EDITOR

GAME2

Whenever the University Of Minnesota
and SCSU hockey teams collide, it's usually

ST. Cl.oUD STATE

the Huskies w~o are geared to try ~d catch

RECORD: 9-2-1 WCHA,

the Gophers in the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association standings.
This season, the tides are reversed and it
will be the Gophers(3-7-0 WCHA, 4-10-0

10-4-2 OVERAIL

7:05P.M.SA'f\JRI)AY AT •

NATIONAL HOCKEY CFNIER.

1t

UNIVER.fflYor~

Sunday afternoon, sophomore George
Awada's vehicle was broken into while
parked in K lot, southeast of the National
Hockey Center. 1bree similar incidents
happened in St. Cloud between Dec. 12 and_

0ec: 14.

~~:e:~o!o:o~i.,°~~~~r~2:1~~
this

However, vehicular vandalism and
content theft are not rare. In fact,
approximately three to five similar incidents
happen daily in St. Cloud, said Capt.
Leonard Smallwood of the St Cloud Police
Department.
Thefts from and damage to a_utomobiles
are more common in certain areas,
Smallwood said. However, it is Ilot
necessarily geographic ,areas that are _ll)Ore
prone. but nither: are.is of mOfe dense
Aicas ID wJtlcb lot ~ g is
more comITlon than g~e• parking teJld to
have more break:.ins and vandalism,
Smallwood added.
Also, thefts from ,parking lots are
typically lower on the SCSU catnpus than in
the parking lots of apartments, due to the
amount of security and lighting in campus
lots, Smallwood said.
•
Amo,ng thise four incidents, two
AM/FM CD players, one AM/FM stereo
cassette and one radar detector have been
stolen.
The vandalism to the vehicles generally
consists of damage to lpe vehicle window,
done to facilitate entry, Smallwood said.
"The window is probably the main point
of attack,"\Smallwood said. However, he
added locks are also a point of entry. These
two are only ~ . though, if the vehicle is
locked.
A vehicle break-in and a theft can be
completed within minutes, Smallwood said.
Although locking the car is the first step
to deter thieves, it is not the only step
necessary to prevent what can be known as
"casing" or "shopping," Smallwood said.

~atic!-

~ ~.~h-,,,slmy•~ ~ ~

of their first losing season since the 1976-77
season when they posted a 17-22-3 record.
Heading into the series the Gophers are in
the midst of a seven-game losing streak. One

more loss would set a Gopher team record for ·
consecutive losses.
Even though the Gophers are not the
powerhouse of years past, SCSU Head
Coach Craig Dahl said the position in the
standings will not_mean a thing this weekend.
"Anytime, we play them, you can throw
the records out the door," Dahl said. "It
should be an interesting series. They haven't
played for two weeks, so they shciuld be
healthy and well rested'."
Equally surprising · as the struggling
Gophers, is the fast start which has landed the
Huskies in first place.
The Huskies were picked in the preseason coaches' poll to finish seventh and the
Gophers were picked to finish third.
SCSU sophomore defenseman Josh
DeWolf said the Gophers are struggling, but
have been the victims of some bad luck as Filepholo
well.
Geno Parrish attempts to

Go TO SERIES, PAGE 1O.. .

STAFF WRITER

4-10-0 OVERALL

overa1l) heading into this weekend's homeand-home series.
SCSU junior forward George Awada _said
,- ...Jlli,',·.sea~so~ th~ ou~ook has changed heading
into the Gopher series and t h e - ~ are a
nice change of scenery.
_.
"It's nice to see," said Awada, who scored
his fourth goal last week against the

t e ~ Gophers are surprising the leagu;

by Nicole Wimberger

REc0RD: 3-7-0 WCHA,

overall) who are looking to knock off the
first-place Huskies (9-2-1 WCHA, 10-3-2'

_

Whatthe
Grinch stole
forX-mas

move the puck across the ice last season against the
University of Minnesota. The Huskies are currently in first place in the Wes(em
Collegiate Hockey.Association, while the Gophers are in last.

Go TO THEFTS, PAGE 5 •

Holidays away from ~ome reality for many
by Kristin Albrecht

Coast of West Africa. Patrick will Patrick said. "I will just take things
be spending his third Christmas as they come and wait and see."
away from
Patrick came to school at SCSU
n students think of
home.
-because of t}le low cost and because
mter break they
However,
his brother was here last year. Now
ay be looking
this is the that his brother has graduated he
forward to the giving and receiving
first time he doesn't have f~ly in town.
ofpresents and family traditions.
won't
be
!'I don't have time to really think
For
many
of
SCSU's
with family about Christmas," "ratrick said.
international students new holiday
and friends "Most of my time is spent in class,
traditions are a forced part of
for
the at work or sleeping."
reality.
AssoAAoou
holiday
Wailoon Phoon, cultural sharing
This is the case of freshman
PA1RICK ~
season.
,coordinator for the Center of
Assoa · Adou
Patrick,
an
"I don't International Studies, said most
mternauonal student from the Ivory ,, ,have any real plans for Christmas,".. ,.Jnternatlonal students spend the
Co-NEWS EDfTOR

/

Jl_ _

-
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~

break catching up on homework of Jesus than in ,the United States.
~ hanging out with friends.
Noel is more about family and food
Being from Malaysia Phoon, is instead of presents.
an intemationaJ student himself and
''Christmas here seems to be
won't be returning home during more for the kids," he said. "I think
winter break either.
they take p~nts for fools. There
There are more than 400 are commercials on television for
international students at SCSU. An Barney and then every kid has to
additional 33 students arrived here have one."
this quarter and Phoon said CIS
At home he said they don't have
held an open house for the new Christmas trees because it isn't cold
students last Friday.
enough and they attend church on
In the Ivory Coast they call Christm;lS Eve at midnight.
Christmas "Noel." Patrick said the
holiday focuses more on the birth.,, ..
Go TO BREAK, PAGE 5 •
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CAMPi:Js & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
Day.
instead ·of ripping walls apart.
SCSU students say
. -~;gs=~~~~!:;,•;'.'..,. Christmas
Houts are 2 to 11 p.m. Friday and 5:30 am.
Suspect charged in
drinkers responsible w~~~!~~l~d '1f someone is to 11 p.m.onallotherdays.
for OWn actions
falling down drunk it's the bartender's Fire helmets help
Saturday morning
respons~bility to cut them off."
A survey conducted this fall at SCSU was
apartment blaze
reduce
risk
of
danger
released Monday and it showed that 51 percent SCSU students conduct
of students polled believed the responsibility
Fire departments across the U.S. have 240
Aoyd Herny Lemere. 23, has been charged
should lie with people who drink and drive.And
while those sµrveyed spread the blame among '
courts, bar and restaurant owners, police, .
schools and the media for not doing enough to
help solve the problem. anention repeatedly
turned to the offenders.
''We had an overwhelming response that
people should be res(X)ns.ible for themselves,'. '.
said John Baker, one of the survey's student
director.;.

•

Steve Frank, professor of political science
and co-director of the study, said, ''Minnesotans
are saying maybe it's time people who are

WCCO's Travel line '
SCSU students will work in conjunction
with WCC0-1V to put on·the Travel Line over
winter break.
. This is the sixth consecutive year for the
program, which is designed to answer people's
questions on nationwide weather and road
conditions.
SCSU meteorology undergraduate students
will answer calls at the WCC0•1V studio.
Travel Line will be open from Friday, Dec. 19
through New Year's ~ay, with the exception of

WHAT'S .

HAPPENING·
TODAY
Wallflowers' concert
a p.m. in Halenbeck Main

Gym. Wallflowers with
special guests The Jayhawks

and Maypole.

FRIDAY '
'A Christnias"Story'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. "A Christmas Story"
will also play Saturday and

Sunday.

SATURDAY
Huskies-Gophers
hockey game

STATE
Historic
women's rights
strike marks
20th anniversary
A strike which was supposed to
last I0days~twentonfortwoyears
and made ·national news, marked its

.20th~;:~~fu Wi~
Minn., and. was a symbol for
improving women's workplace rights
allover America.
1he women were passed over for
job promc;>tions at Citizens National
Bank and for their efforts will be
forever known as the Willmar Eight.
1be strike lasted two years.
1hrough cold ,winters and hot

7:05 p:m. in National
Hockey Center.

Announc4Jlments
Students planning to
graduate winter quarter,
1998, should submit their
applicat(ons for graduation·to
th~ Office of Records and
· Registra~ion.
Health Services is closing
at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday and
will re*open at 8 a.m. on
Jan. 5.
Winter break officially
begins at 5 p.r:n. Tuesday.
Classes will resume Jan. s:

To submit infonnation for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart

Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
News .......... ....... ~................. 3-5
Commentary/Opinion .......... 6/7
Sports.
'. :: ..................:.. ::.. 9
Diversions
...............11
. Classifieds .............................. 14

to 250 CaimsIRIS helmets that use thennal in Benton County District Court with first*
imaging to see through smoke. Minnesota has degree arson. He is in the Benton County Jail on
many of those, especially irl the SL Cloud and $5,00) bond
,
Twin Cities area.
He is re.sponsible for a fire early Saturday
At least seven are in use locally and many . morning at the Bentonwocxl Four Estates
other area towns are either raising funds for Apartments at 3Q5..14th Ave. SE. The fire
their first helmet or adding more.
caused~ estimated $130,00) damage.
The St. Cloud Fire Department has had its
Lemere's girlfriend told police he was
hehnets since the fall of 1996. Each one of its depressed bec;a.use of money problems and
three main stations has one. .
.
because his mother has cancer.
The helmets are an obvious safety defense,
She said he was intoxicated and
but they also have a potential to save money .and argumentative, so she and her son left about I :30
help firefighters find hot spots and fir'!! sources ~m. to spend the ni~ht at a motel.

& NATION BRIEFS

summers, the women kept their
picket going. People started to take
notice and they were featured in
magazines and newspapers articles
across the country.
An aWard*winning documentary
was done and a made-.for*television
movie followed. A Toronto housing
cooperative named a new building
after the Wtllmar Eight in 1993. •

operation to Benton County in
October because of {X)lice pressure.
Sheriff Frank Wippler_said the
chemicals fowxl were clearly enough
to make thousands of dollars worth
of methamphetamine, which sells in
Minneapolis for about $1,00) an

ounce.

Benton County sheriff's and
Foley {X)lice investigators received
anonymous letter stating that Chad '
Kainrowdki and a second man: were
manufacturing drugs at Kamrowdki's
residence at 915 Ninth Ave. N in
Foley and at a fonner serviCC garage
A methamphetamine · Jab was being rented by Kamrowdki around
raided last week and it had apparently the comer at 831 Penn SL
been operatiftg for about two months,
Officers served search warrants
authorities said.
Thursday night at both Foley
The lab was one of the largest locations based on the evidence
ever raided in Minnesota. Men , found in bags of garbage from
· operating a methamphetamine lab in Kamrowski's home.
Kanabec County had ~oved their

Meth Jab found

in Foley home

After almost
three months,
St. Paul juvenile
returns home
After her school identification
card and birth certificate were
discovered i~ the wallet of a 30year*old man in Ohio tast ~
' mysteriously, 16*year*old Lisa
Hunter returned home.
Hunter, who has been missing
since Sept. 22 from her St. Paul
home; returned this weekend on her
own. Police have not yet figured out
her connection to Muhammad A.
Choudhry,
wtio
had
her
identification infoniiation when
police arrested him last-Wednesday.

IN IIIsTORY...

23

YFARSAGO••• .

University Chronicle ran a front
page. picture of numerous naked men
runrung across campus.
The cutline read, "Streaking
became popular at SCSU winter
quarter."

In the fall of that same year,
David Duke, Grand Dragon of the
Ku Klux Klan S{X)ke to a full crowd
in Halenbeck Hall.

C0RRECITONS..
In the Dec. 15 edition of
University Chronicle the cutline for
the the photo on page nine should
have identified the SCSU wrestler
as Klaus Alberts.
In the Dec. 11 · edition, the
cutline for the photo on page three
should have read Marine Corps
''Toys for Tots" holiday donation
program.
In t.ne Dec. 4 edition, the story
titled, "Gallery exposes art to public
audience" should have read Marcy
Adelmann is not an alumna of
SCSU. Also, it should have read she ·
developed a condition called
Crohn's Disease at age 10.

. . Ut;Nersity Chronicle (USPS 121-580) is written and edned by $t, Cloujl State University students and is
published twice weekty during

school quart~ and week1y du,ing summer sessions, except .during final

periods and vacations.

?~rie!. production and o~facil~ios are in 13 Stewiirt flauiscsu

The ne,;,;pa~b·fiin<l~ ~h

!Joyemment. FlnanqE! Coh,m~e.

.

._ .

.;. avoilab~t,y~i,;,~~;qi,arter and ""'!iii~tain•<HIY
money order to:-Ul}llf.eci;(i Chronicle. The paper ,s)tfaUed:free to
;~odent t~chers, int!)ms a~adVei:tise~ upon r~uest.
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-

~

*
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Professor publishes. Commission ·strives
fmd status, goals
ancestral journeys to
of womeri at SCSO
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

What started as exploration and
research 11 years ago has now
become a published book written by
SCSU American Studies professor

Bill Morgan.
His book, "Salt Lantern: Traces
of an American Family" was
published in late November.
Morgan grew up in Pipestone,
Minn., with three brothers, one sister
and his mother. His father died
before Morgan was born.
While
seeking
a
better
understanding of his family and
himself, Morgan was inspired to
record his family history by a family
heirloom that dated back to 1855.

'The heirloom is a
salt lantern, which is a
glass globe . from a
kerosene lantern filled
with sea salt and
artifacts from the life of
Morgan's
greatgrandmother.
His·
great-grandmother
made the salt lantern as
a memento of her life.
Morgan said he
often saw · the salt
lantern i,n his aunt's
china closet as a child,
but it took him this long
to research it.
"That salt lantern is
an artifact thar became
my family's history,"
~Morgan said.
The salt lantern
was found in his greatgrandmother's
Victorian home and
represents
many
things to his family.

mo:ger tohi~:J;::

by Christine Larter
STAFF WRITER

Shane Opah/PH<JTO F.DrroR

aspects of his family, Bill Morgan is an SCSU Community
Morgan set out on a Studies professor. He published a book in
journey that would
November titled, "Salt Lantern: Traces of
take him all over the
an American Family" about his adventures
United States and
researching his lineage.
overseas. The trip
Through his occypation and
took 11 summers and one quarter of
writing his book, Morgan said he
sabbatical.
He traveled to Scotland, Ireland, understands the importance of
Wisconsin, Iowa, Vennont, North family history and urges students t6
.<Dakcita arid Englarl.d, and toured his also.
"I tea~h tt ftmi.ly heritage, cl~\I•
horiie state, Minnesota. gatherillg
facts and finding records and traces here at SCSU where I have students
Photo courtesy of Bill Morgan
write their own family history,"
offils family's aflcestry.
The salt lantern includes a
Morgan discovered facts, Morgan ~d. "I might e"ien be using
drawing of Morgan's great- architecture and records, while my book in that class next fall."
For Morgan, the search may be
grandparents'
home
in recalling oral stories and looking at
England. The home was built in diaries to compose the final product nearly c.ompleted, but for others he
educates
and influences, the search
1845 and is still standing and of his book.
According to Morgan, the book has just begun.
lived in. Also shown are their
Bill Morgan will be signing his
has
been
published
and
is
selling
wedding
flowers
and fairly well.
book "Salt Lantern: Traces of an
'
wintergreen leaves. The salt
"I just recently had a book American Family" at the Bookshelf
lantern was made by his great- signing in Pipestone and sold many in downtown St. Cloud on Thursday
grandmother as a keepsake.
night at 7 p.m
copies of the book," Morgan said.

Gathering information on issues facing '- women and
implementing changes is the focus of the Commission on the Status
of Women at SCSU.
The commission is a behind-the-scenes group dealing with data ·
collected within the campus community about P9licies, procedur~s ·
and particul~ issues to implement recommendations for changes -·
that need to occur on campus.
Each of the members of the commission has a different
perspective of what gender means. This is due to the ,variety of
backgrounds of the · members. The commission includes w6men
from staff, people of color and students·.
Co-facilitator Lalita Subrahmanyan said some preliminary
surveys have been COmpleted, including a student survey to identify
specific issues at hand.
Other surveys are also on the forefront, such as a more in'..depth
faculty/staff survey, followed by a more in-depth student survey.
Accordj.ng to Jane Olsen, member of the Commission on the
Status of Women, other fonns of ~ta gathering will also be used in
conjunction with the surveys. Some tentative ideas involve holding
open forums for people to provide feedback and observations.
Another idea is looking at demographic data by department.
The goal of gathering information on the status of-women is to
issue a comprehensive report to the public in order_for ~v~ryort.e to
view and discuss the issues. The report will outline the challeriges,
weaknesses and strengths of how SCSU deals with issues
surrounding women.
·' • - ''There are very good programs at SCSU, but there are clearly
some weaknesses," Olsen said. ''There are some big problems facing
women at SCSU based on gender, and we want to reveal them in-a
formal way."
•
The first efforts developed in 1995-96 with a development of
recommendations. The following year the list was refined and made
more specific and concrete. The recommendations were submitted to
SCSU President Bruce Grube. Grube then sent out different
recommendations to different units to encourage ill]()lementation.
,~, 'Ofseri'said•sbfne1 Stfiall'thahge:s have already occurred. Q.;mg~ r.-,,
==ti:~~t!~:=~~r~~;;:fo&ff~~~~l ,~ •
Resource Center, the installation of baby-changing stations in key
areas on campus and the distribution of emergency number stickers
for all phones on campus.
"We've had some success," Subrahmanyan said. "Even the
smallest issues contribute to the climate of women."
The Commission on the Status of Women suffers from the
cqnstraints of time, since it is composed primarily of volunteer
members.
•
With time constraints, the Commission on the Status of Women
is taking small steps to make recommendations , and have
implementations take place without being placed on the _back bt}~r-

Universiry dance team advances to nationals
Dance team travels to
Orlando on Jan. 8 for
naffona/compeffffon
by Sara Kirk
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Despite practicing on a concre~ floor in
the gym of Halen beck, and no coach, SCSU's
dance team is proving it can beat the odds,
nationally.
The dance team is competing in the
Universal Dance Association's National
Competition from Jan. 8 to 12 in Orlando,
Ra. It is the team's fourth annual trip to
compete among the top-ranked teams across
the nation.
The team is not sponsored by SCSU and
has provided its own money through
fundraising and private donations.
The estimated cost of the trip for the entire
team is $8,CXXI, and the American Legion of
Waite Parle contributed a large sum of $1,500,
which helped expenses, according to junior
Jill Pederson, captain of the team.
.. Sophomore Jenny Patrick, co-captain,
said, "We made the majority of our money ·

selling concessions in the Metrodome at the
"I think that the different combinations of
Twins games this summer."
styles has greatly contributed to the flexibility
The team members
and resilienq;! of the
were also required to
team," Pederson said,
sponsor
$200
"especially With the
themselves,
either
new dance techniques ·
from family members, we
have
been
fonner workplaces or
exploring recently."
family-owned
The team is going
I want to show the
businesses.
to perform a dance
· country what
The team ranked .
titled "Spice" at the
fourth in UDA last
competition, and it is a
Minnesota
has
to
year, and also rated
hybrid of its current
second in the Mankato
style and Latino
offer in dance.
State Competition.
dancing.
"SCSU's dance
'This style is
Jill Pederson
team ·· is a rated
harder to perfonn,"
CAPTAIN, $CSU DANCE TEAM
Division-I team along
Pederson
said,
with Concordia, 'and
"because it's more
the U of M;' Pederson
difficult to get the
said.
"Only
the
_
precision of eac~
Division-I teams are admitted into the individual's movements and timing together."
c0mpetition." ·
The most challenging obstacle the team
The team consists of 12 members whose has faced i~ not having a coach. Pederson and
background's range from strictly ballet, tap her co•captains rotate some of the
and jazz to high school in-line dancing, which responsibilities a coach would have, such ·as
requires high kicks and being able to do the paying bills, organizing ·tJ:ips and planning
splits.
routines.
·

"We are constantly critiquing each other
as a coach would," Patrick said. 'The girls

that are watching the routine have to be
honest, and that's not always t~ easiest thing
todo."

Another obstacle the team has faced is the
practice area the university has provided them
in the balcony of Halenbeck Hall, and many
team members have developed knee injuries
from practicing on concrete.
"''We would prefer to use the dance studio,
but it is already reserved for the aerobicS
classes;' said sophomore Jessie Nelson, cocap~n. "So the only practice space left is the
balcony."
Despite setbacks, the team has
accomplished national accreditation and is
excited to perform in Florida.
"I'm excited to show the· country what
Minnesota's got," Pederson said, who
averages 15 to 25 hours a week of practice on
a concrete floor in the balcony of Halenbeck.
Patrick said, "It's a part•time job,
basically."
Pederson said, '1 want to show the country
"'.hat Minnesota has to offer in dance, with ,
relation to the so,u~m states." _
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St. Cloud residents as giving as ever before
Twins Cities' low donation totals not
negatively affecting St. Cloud givers
by Mandy Jackson.
Co-NEWS EDTTOR

Though there have been reports
in the Twin Cities media that holiday
donations have been less than

needed, organiz.ations on campus
and in St. Cloud are reporting they
are doing well this holiday sea.son.
Capt: Alan Fones, of the St.
CI◊Ud SaJvatiqn Ann)', said the

attention th'e SaJvation Anny has
received in the 1win Cities due to
their slruggles getting holiday
donations, has made people more
aware in St Cloud Con<;equently,
there have actually. been more
donations in St. Cloud.
' Overall, organizations needing
holiday donations in - St. Cloud,
including toy and food drives on
campus, have not suffered from low
donations.either.
Advertising Federation and the
Public Relatioru. Student Society of
America have been working together
on a ·~roys for Tots" drive in
conjunction with the Marine Coips.
The bins across campus will be
emptied on Friday afternoon and the
toys taken to the Salvation Army.
''We're making sure they stay in
the community:' said Chris Rude,
senior and member of AdFed. Rude
said ·the intention of the "Toys for
Tots" drive on campus is to keep the
toys in SL Cloud
The Salvation Army has a list of
roughly 500 name.s of people who
need toys, Rude said He included
that the Marine Corps will bring up
more toys from the Twin Cities area
ifthey.are.necc!aj.--,',= .,._--,-'The Salvation Army has a pure
and simple desire to help people,"
Rude said.
Last year PRSSA and AdFed

collected 350 toys in IO days. Their
goal this year was 350 to 500 toys.
Rude said so far it's looking good for
making their goal.
After the toys from campus are
delivered on Friday, they will be
distributed to children Monday ·
through Wednesday.
"We've gotten everything from
Play-Doh to "ice skates," Rude said.
The library, administrative services
and various students have helped a
lot by providing toys. he said
Another I
organization
participating in donations for the
holidays is Delta Sigma '· Phi
'Fraternity. They held a focxl drive
from Nov. 11 to Dec. 14 with
collection barrels in every residence
hall and one near the information
desk in Atwocxi Memorial Center.
Curt Stockinger, presidellt of
Delta Sigma Phi, said the drive was
pretty successful. The organization's
goal two years ago was 2,000 lbs.
and it has been raised by r,oo:i lbs.
each year since, so the goal this year
is4,CXXllbs.
"We tried to get the whole
university involved," Stockinger said
He said the drive was better
publicized this year than in others.
Scou Buesgens, philanthropy
chainnan of Delta Sigma Phi, said he
sent letters to organizations on
campus and the residence halls
asking them to participate in the focxl
drive.
·
About 500 lbs. were raised one
night when Delta Sigma Phi
members went door to-door in ,the
residence halls asking for food
donations. Also, each- of the 35
members in the fraternity donated 20
lbs.
The focxl collected from the food
drive is due today at the Salvation

Scott An4erson/STAFF PH<YTOGRAPHER

Senior Amy Lang, of PRSSA, checks a "Toys for Tots" bin in the Administrative Services lobby.
Toe bins are located in various places around campus and donations will be collected Friday.
Army office. Buesgens said his best
guess of how much food the
fraternity has collected is 2,200 lbs.
Cheryl
Jones,
volunteer
connection coordinator for United
waY, said toy donations have been
coming in slowly and the number
collected and needed is not always
known until the toys are clistrihlted.
''We always need toys' for older
kids," Jones said Most donated toys
are not appropriate for the 12 to 15year-old age group.
"Most people bring in .stuffed
animals and Tonka trucks," Jones
said. Cash donations are used to
purchase toys for the older age
group, she said
The Angel Tree, through the
United Way, registers donors with
families and children ahead of the

holidays. There were 550 angels,
each representing a child, on the
Angel Tree and there have been
enough donors for them; Jones said
'1t's probably been bettec (this
year). That's my impression just
talking with companies and groups;'
Jones said. She said a donation of
10,00) "Toys for Tots" was jusi
received from FingerlmL
Fingerhut donated more than
10,00) toys across the countty, with
1,800 being distributed to children in
St. Cloud. The toys were for children
three to eight years old.
"A lot more companies are
getting involved with helping
families for the holidays," Jones said
The cut-off date for Christmas
campaign donations to the Salvation
Army is Jan. 15, though other

donations · are accepted throughout
the year.
·
The Salvation_Army's goal for
kettles this year is $65,00), while the
goal for the entire Christmas
campaign is $150,00), according to
Fones. Mail-in donations and walkin donations are included in the
Christmas campaign.
So far, Fones said 85 percent of
the Christmas campaign has been
reached, which is higher than last
year.
Fones said a lot of factors have
contriOOt~ to the increase this year,
including the weather. Anotfier factor
has been that the Salvation Anny has been in a lot of people's minds
because of their work witli flood
relief this year.

'Awaiting Christmas' setvice Economics, demographi~s of
welcomes all denominations St. Cloud area to be studied
. by Shella Janey
An ecume~ical candle light service seeks
both Christians and non-Christians to belp
celebrate the holidays.
"Awaiting Christmas," a special preChristmas midnight service, planned for Dec.
21 at lhe University Lutheran Church, 390
Fourth Ave. S.
The midnight service is sponsored by
SCSU Ecumenical Campus Ministries, which
is -a collaboration of the Newman Center,
University Lutheran, and United Ministries
and Higher Education, and co-sponsored by
the Office of Residential Life. _
The sermons will be centered on preparing
for Christmas, the responsibility to care for the
poor, and to show the world the love that
people are all capable of giving, said Linda
Wahl1 pastoral ministe( for the Newman
Center.
The SCSU Ecumenical Campus Ministers
will each prepare a special segment of the
sennon.
,
"Seeing new faces that you wouldn't
nonnally see attending the same service is the
neatest and most unique experience," said
senior Mike Kohler, student member of the
Newman Center.
Students will lead songs and readings from
Christian scripture on Christmas readings
from Luke and Isaiah and secular readings on
stories that make fate connections like the
famou~ children's story 'The Grinch Who
Stole Christmas."
"Students look for a Christmas service at
State that they can go to with their friends

before they go home for the holidays," said
~:!rath~::.us miniS1er at th e University
During the semce, candles will be lit and
passed around the church.
The midnjght service is oriented toward
providing a non-threatening environment for
non-Christians to experience, with Christians,
a celebration of one of the most important
holidays of the Christian calendar.
. "Awaiting Christmas" is expected to last
about an one hour.
Students and faculty are encouraged to
bring a non-perishable food donation that will
be given to the St Cloud food shelter for those
in need.
''Awaiting Christmas" evolved over years
of Conversation and working together by
SCSU Ecumenical Campus Ministries and
residence halts to give students the
opportunity to pray together and sing
Christmas carols before the holidays, Wahl
said.
'There is just something magical about
midnight and coming. ,ogether and praying,"
Wahl said.
. ·'
Since it's birth 15 years ago, this midnight
service has brought together approximately
150 Christians and non-Christians annually.
"I like it because it's ecumenical. There are
more people celebrating together despite their
religious differences," Kohler said.
This special event is planned every year for
the last Sunday students and factilty are on
campus to give them the feeling of being
together with their friends on Christmas, Wahl
said
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consult with local
economic developers
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MEDC.
The MEDC serves as a source for
economic development because the SL Cloud
STAFF WRITER
area is devoid of such a council.
"SL Cloud doesn't have a development
Hidden within the College of Economics commis.sion," said Hal Lofgreen, director of
is the Minnesota Economic Development the MEDC and economics professor at
Center. As unknown as they are, the MEDC SCSU. ''We try to fill that gap."
has been in existence for nearly 10 years and
The MEDC also publishes a quarterly
has been working with economic developers newsletter to help area economic developers
from around the state.
stay up to rl;ate with any new developments.
The MEDC at SCSU has recently
For the uix:oming St. Cloud economic
completed an economic and demographic profile, many fonns of data will need to be
profile of Steams County. The next project collected.
for the MEDC is to complete the same
"We are trying to gather as many facets of
profile of the St. Cloud area.
the St. Cloud area as possible into one book."
The work that the MEDC does is mainly said Mary Edwards, an economics professor
on a consulting basis. The work of economic who compiles infonnation for the MEDC.
profiles and other studies is done on a per- ''We're hoping this will be a resource which
contract basis.
· can be continually updated."
The study to examine the St. Cloud area
The MEDC does not necessarily create
was contracted by the ~t. Cloud Area new data through the- use of studies and
Economic Development Partnership and the surveys. hlt gathers information from many
Steams/Benton Employment and Training sources and compil~ it into a report form.
Council.
"All the data sources are out there,"
When the MEDC consults wi th local Lofgreen said. '7he secret is packing"the data
economic developers they operate under the and making it presentable."
funding of a federal granL The $100,00)
The MEDC works with people throughout
federal grant is through the Economic the state who do not have the resources or the
Development AdminiStrati 00.
technology to do such economic studies.
The MEDC, which is a part of the Social
"The
world
is
technologically
Science Research Center, uses many of the disadvantaged," Edwards said ''No one can
university's resources as a part of the granL A stay on top of it all. We work with people
stipulation of the federal grant is that the looking for help."

by Eric S. Dietz
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Campus care center provides-for the~holidayr.
Donations can make a
big difference in the
lives of those in need
by Danielle-Rivard
The community is more willing to make
donations knowing exactly which specific
item their check will purchase.
The SCSU Lindgren Child Care Center
creates a holiday wish list for people who are

anxious to contribute. Items range from under
$13 and up, allowing people to make

donations fitting their budget.
This is the first year a wish list has been
made. Debra Carlson, director_ of tJte
Lindgren Child Care Ceriter for the past 13

years, said she Ooesn't know what resulis to
expxt.
f
"People like to donate when they know
their money is going to purchase a specific
item, rather than · not knowing what their
check is paying for," Carlson said.
All of the items on the list are needed to
meet certain requirements or replace old and
damaged equipment. Carlson said most toys
such· as African American and Asian
¾nerican family dolls, have educational

pwposes.

are

"Prejudices• ·and biases
learned . <i;istrlbu~byhandtothecommunitythrou~
behaviors," Carlson said. ''It is important for U News. a campus newsletter prcxluced by
us as a child care center to introduce diversity the W:Uversity's pub~c relati~ns d1rpartment
through a variety of materials. People need to The _list was also given to members of the
have good options in child care."
presidential council and advisory Board.
Toys representing people with differing
If all items on the wish list are not
abilities such as the miniature dolls used in received, Carlson plans to continue reaching
block play are also needed by the center.
for their goal.
"The children build houses, towers and
''We dqn't expecuo.get everything on the
roads with blocks and it is nice to have little list. We will continpe to tty and seek these
l_'Cpresentational people to use during block items, if not througfi this effort, then by Using
_play. We believe it is important for them to a different-one," Carlson said.
use people with different abilities in those
To purchase a gift, copies of the l.indgren
block play representational situations," Child Care Center wish list c'an be obtained
Carlson said
by calling the care center at 255-3296. '
The wish li~t was completed and

Student
volunteers help elderly celebrate Christmas
-.

'

·/

by Cathy Houdek
STAFF WRITER

Two SCSU students recently
volunteered to help spread holiday
cheer.
Two members from z-.club,
junior Jaime· Renner
and
sophomore Nancy _Sullivan visited
the Country Manor Health Care and
Rehabilitation Center in Sartell on
Dec.6.

On this day the musing home
hosted their annual open house. The
holiday event was a time for family
to visit and celebraie the Christmas
season with residents.
Z-Club is a SCSU volunteer
organization. ReMer and Sullivan
did a variety of activities including
decorating, serving refres~nts,
transporting residents to different
wings, and socializing with

Break

,

the St. Cloud area. Places they have
"It's a positive experience, a
residents whose family didn't open house annually.
come.
''Tons of people were there, volunteered include community learning experience. It's a chance
meet · people in the
The holiday open house is a way £veryone . had a good time," shelters, nursillg · homes, Big to
for the residents to celebrate. the Renner said. "We wanted to include Brothers/Big Sisters and Habitat for ·community," Sullivan said. "It's
Humanity.
hard· living in the dorms.
festivities of Christmas. The a couple of
'This y~ . Sometimes students get so
Christmas carols, violin playing, elderly •
we've
wrapped up with college life, they
punch and cookies, and family people whose
vcilunteered
forget events happening in the
make the season bright and festive. families
(at Country community. Volunteering is a way
"It's a real big event," said didn't come,
Manor)
students can gain a sense _
Nancy Thomes, director ·of so
we
It's a chance to meet twice,"
of community· they, -,may · hav.e : ·
volunteer services, at Country socialized
Renner said. lost/ ' , -..; --,1·, ,,. ., ''i' · ' •.~. :,...,. .. ,,.,.,
Manor. 'We have approximately and
spent
in the
"We've
"We , had :a- nke,--:turn ·out/' -,
180 residents. ,On average every time
with
4
helped , wi~ ., Thomes said~ "It. ,was very
resident, has two family members those
community.
their Sunday pleasant. Volunteer help is
come. We had 200 to 300 family individuals.
darices. We appreciated. I work with a number
members visit this year."
We enjoyed .
Nancy Sullivan
dance with of SCSU students, and I enjoy
1be event was a chance to thank being with
STUDENT VOLUNTEER
the residents working with college students.
the families for their continuing them."
WITH THE Z-CLUB
and talk: with They have a lot of energy.
support during the year, she said. .
The Zthem."
Students majoring in gerontology,
She added that from year to Club
has
Volunteer
physical therapy and social work,
year there is always<' a big turnout.
bring added expertise to volunteer~
About 400 people, including approximately 50 to 100 members.
services." . .
·
residents and relatjves, atten~ the They volunteer at several places in
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After church the younger people go to the bars until 6 a.m. to celebrate.
Patrick said the bars close at 8 a.m.
He said food is also a big part of Noel Families make cakes which
aren't anything like the cakes made here. Patrick sllld they are more
creamy and have a smoother ~~xture. Another food that is popular in his
home country is chocoJate.
· "One ofmy favorite presents is chocolate," he shid.
"People give $40-50 worth of chocolate as presents in my country. The
chocolate there is more biner than here." Patrick said most of his family's
traditions are based around Christianity.
,
•
They don't.exchange~ and usually don't buy presents. He said his,
mom will probably send him clQthes because he won't be home for the
holidays.
·
Christmas1:>ay his family has a big meal in which his mother makes
lamb, plantain (a variety of a banai:ta) and cassava (which is similar to a sweet potato).
This year Patrick sllld he will be calling his family at 6 p.m. Central
time, which is midnlght in the Iyory Coast
He also is planning On seeing the Holidazzle parade in the '!win Cities
around Christmas time and may be going with a friend to Grand Fades for
part of winter bteak.
Patrick said he hasn't been notified of ahy special holiday arrangements
by the Center for International Studies, but would auend anything on
campus with his friends.
.
:'Because of the different religiqns it is hard to get the international
students together for a holiday celebration," Patrick said.

people

:·~·,i.;;

Thefts
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Typically thieves walk by and quickJy browse
through the windows of parked cars. 'They look for
811ything that is e,!Sy to see, stands out or will sell fast,"
Smallw~ sllld 'They want a quick return for their

keep a record of serial numbers, models brand names
and the amount paid for the equipment. This
infonnation can be registered with police nationwide
and be accessed when the thieves att~pt to resell the

~

.ca,;

tim;~•c~
items include stereos, CD players and ·. me~s~tkes setollds
coiint;: Smallwood said. {
other expensive equipment. These items can be sold at 'as'A!~,-anblebe." helped if we:~ ~~.~~·~ - ~~~on as soon
a pawn shop, in a garage saje or by word of mouth,
rSmallwood said. However, suspicions should arise if a
Details about the equipment improv!! the chapces of
$300 stereo is being.sold for $75.
·
recovery because the police 'can searcti fol' a 'spec'itiC
Anyone in possession of stolen property can be item as well as contact the owner if that item is found.
legally charged with that possession, Smallwood said.
"We recover a Jot Of things, but we do not know
'1gnorance has never been an excuse for the law," he who the owner. s,'' Smallwood said.
··
added.
•
· '
Comprehensive _insurance typically -covers losses
"But who do we blame," "Smallwood asked, "the d~e to damage, said Javier Nevares, an ~gent with
demand or the thief?"
American Family ~urance in $t Clou<;l~HOwejer., he
Expensive items ·kept in autorri'obiles can be ~ai'durance,
the o~y~_in.,su~CC .J'e9~~~- by :l~~ } ~-.li,~ .ll~~ ·;-:
protected beyond mere locking of car·doors. Owners 105
..
should cover expensive items kept in the vehicle.
.
Nev~s said, uni~ tne·poli~ own~this ltti'ifas~. ~:
Although using a blanket to cover a stereo installed . breakage coverage, a ded~ctible must be i,ald ·be~ore '
in the dash may look conspicuous, other options are the insurance company Will cover costs
'
·
available.
Full-time students ~~ to the age ~f 2s maf 'be
For example, an old jacket thrown up against the covered under their i,arents coverage, Nevares said · ·
stereo could be used fOI' cover, Smallwood said. The
'Any stolen items can be COvered through·a home ,
goal is to make the expensive items less visible.
o~r's or renter's. policy, b~t not throu~ autonicibi!(: .
To aid in recovery of stolen items, it is important to . insurance coverage, Nevares said.
·
~

Want job expe_rience?

How about

a raycnecK?

University Chronicle has the following positions open illilllm~~.
I'

>

Copy
. ,. editor

> ·Career & Money , edi ~o~ . ,,

'

> Ori-line ~'ditor •....,..
~ ,Oplrtions editor

For 'more infonnation
:•. ,1 ·i: •,: 1 , • ~r~to app!.,Y, caJl'.',f5~--:,,, ; ,•... :

2449 or· stop bxiS(e.watt ·. ,,jc
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EDITORIAL

Students are left
holding the bag
The students are talcing it in the shorts.
"Husky Magazine" is on the air - sort of.
The folks over at SCSU'sTV station [UTVS]
recently got word their sports preview program ..
"Husky Magazine" will air on KMSP beginning Jan.
10. It airs at 5 a.m. Another problem is they are
paying $300 a show for the time-slot which is the
best they could get due to all the stale, useless
syndicated programming channel 9 airs on Saturday
mornings.
A little while ago, UTVS got word their sponsor
for "Husky Magazine," Midwest Sports Channel, was
dropping the show. Strike one against the students.
MSC is pouting because the university sold the
rights to air the Huskies vs. Gophers hockey game to
MSC's competitor KMSP. I can see why they're
miffed. They stand to lose a little money in a big
market. They can only be more ticked now because
for the first time since SCSU entered the WCHA
we're kicking the **** out of MSC's biggest college
contract - the Gold-plated Gophers.
In answer to getting the boot from MSC, UTVS
inquired about airing the show on KMSP. The station
answered back with a couple of different options.
Option one allowed the show to air for free, provided
KMSP·could pick the time-slot. Another was UTVS
· · could pay for the show ·and ·then pick their own time
slot. What were they going to give UTVS if they
didn't pay the $300-3 a.m.?
Thanks. To both MSC and KMSP. MSC gives up
nearly free labor because of a tiff with SCSU and
KMSP gives up its prime spot.
'
Strike two.
While we're at it let's thank the university. They're
the ones who started this whole thing and basically
left th~ ~\udents_bfthe\ vayside. Hey, we're only here
for four or five years; nght? It's common knowledge
' \h~·scjiool ·wants to promote the _hockey program in
the way best suited for its image. Why not? But, why
do students have to pay the price all the time? Strike
three folks. Sorry UTVS.
This wpole thing seems a little childish, doesn't it?
The real-world example UTVS provides the rest of
campus is pretty clear. Watch your shorts.
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The balancing act of life
Anxiety over the rising
cost of a college education
is a fact of life for college
students and their families,
and for anyone
contemplating entering or
returning to college,
And no wonder. A
recent study by Minnesoia
Planning found that tuition
and fees for full-time
undergraduates more than
doubled in the past 15
years for Minnesota
students in both public and
private colleges.
Like it or not, the ,cost of
tuition is directly linked to
faculty salaries. While this
may not sound like a bold
new finding, many people
fail to make the
correlation. Just as the
local bakery must respond
to the rising price of
wheat, so too must state
colleges and universities
respond to rising costs.
If salary increases
outpace increases in
legislative appropriations
and tuition, the only choice
is to cut costs - and that
almost always means
cutting programs or
personnel, or both. By far
the largest expense of any
college or university is
personnel. Faculty and
staff compensation
represents 78 percent of
the cost of operation of our
state colleges ana
universities.
Our analysis of MnSCU
faculty salaries indicates
that our salaries overall are
among the highest in this
region and w_;, "!:" near or .

above the national average
What is the answer?
for similar institutions.
One answer is to keep
More than half of the
costs - including faculty
faculty at our state
salaries - within
universities receive annual
reasonable bounds, so that
compensation, not
students and state
including benefits, in
taxpayers will not have to
excess of $50,000 per year. shoulder huge inc~eases in
Nevertheless, the faculty the future'."We mus\
union has adamantly
negotiate union contracts
insisted on a raise that is
within the budget
substantially· above the pay parameters we have to
increases negotiated by the work with-that just makes
community college faculty good sense.
and other state unions. The
The 1997 Minnesota
IFO opened
Legisiature
negotiations
►,
granted
with a
-public
proposal
colleges and
giving a 6.5
Like it or ,wt, the universities
percent
the first
increase to all
cost of tuition is significant
regular faculty directly linked to increase in
both this year
state funds
and next,
faculty salaries. in several
adding
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ years. This
another $28.4
funding was
million to what is already
a key factor in allowing the
paid to our university
36 MnSCU institutions to
faculty. Since that opening keep tuition increases
proposal, the faculty union slightly below the rate of
has reduced the size of its
inflation. But public
demand by only a small
colleges and universities
fraction.
face continued financial
Students don't like to
pressure and we must seek
hear that overly generous
new approaches to pricing,
faculty salary increases can payment and financing
lead to programs being cut public higher education.
or teachers being laid off.
Students and parents are
Unfortunately, that is the
right to be concerned about
reality. When faculty
college costs. Higher
salaries go up more than
education at the Minnesota
budgeted, something has to State Colleges and
happen. Either revenues Universities is still a
tuition, fees or state
bargain - but we need to
appropriations - have to
be careful stewards and
increase, or cuts have to be innovative thinkers to keep
made in order to balance
it that way for future
.. th~_budget.-"··
generations.

• •
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Comfort found
overseas during
holiday season
Thanksgiving has come and gone and most students in
Alnwick, England wouldn't have noticed. I have been
lucky when it comes to the festivities of celebrating tht
holidays. I haven't had to eat pizza on Thanksgiving or
spend the day on a train. In fact, I have been spoiled in
the hands of my best friend, Julie Wondrasek.
The Wondrasek family is an American military family
OVERSEAS
stationed ii! Kaiserslautem, Gennany.
I met Julie when I attended the
• University of North Dakota in Grand
Forks. Over last break, I took a ferry
to Holland and made my way to
Germany to the Wondrasek's. I found

myself in "little America" on the
military base. .
The first day we went to the
commissary (gr6cery store) where
American currency is the only
currency accepted. I was in shock.
KARLEE
After traveling Europe, I went
MORGAN
thrciugh several different currencies
and now I could use an American
dollar to purchase American products.
After the initial shock of the grocery store, we went to
the Wondrasek's home, and again I just stood in awe, a
kitche'n! Wow, the concept of food in-the cupboards and
the luxurv of oreoarin2 .whateverJ could f11.d! It was a
nostalgic feeling that overwhelmed me and I1oved e'.V'ery
minute ofit.
'l\vo days before Thanksgiving we cleaned the house,
took out the crystal and started preparing food. The day
of the feast I watched the Macy's parade followed by a
long session of gluttony! Oh the turkey, ham, desert,
mmmmmm .. .it was incredible.
Don't get me wrong, the castle food is quite gourmet
but nothing beats a home-cooked meal on Thankigiving
day followed by football. We watched American football,
not soccer or rugby. It was a_day of American tradition for
an American holiday.
When I returned from secoQd break, I heard the
Thanksgiving stories of my fellow students. Some found
KFC to be as close Jo Thanksgiving as possible. Otheq;
sat in Amsterdam not knowing it was Thanksgiving, or
what day it was for that matter.
"I spent Thanksgiving alone in the castle after my
parents left from Londo-q," sophomore Kelly Thune said.
"I was in Paris for Thanksgiving, eating Chi Chi's,"
junior Krista Seitz said. "I tried to pretend that the
chicken nachos were like turkey and the margaritas;the
wine, but it didn't work like that."
Even though I had a lush Thanksgiving, most students .
kept the traveler title and grinned and bared it. I was
lucky but celebrating the holidays the best you can is part
of the experience when leaving home for six months.
I will be making my way back to the Wondrasek's for
Christmas. I hear they have already decorated the tree and
I don't mind the comforts of home.
Home away from home isn't so bad after all. But
please don't misinterpret me, we will gladly ·accept any
goodies or gifts you would like to send to the castle!

College means more than attending class
I firmly believe it is time that St. Cloud
students start to live what they have learned.
One of the classes I am enrolled in, under the
direction of.Gary Cheeseman, put this ideal in to
action. Our class has decided, outside of extra
credit, to sponsor a family in the community
through a charitable organization.
At SCSU there are a viuiety of courses being
offered that have the ability to create change in
the life of the student body; however, these
courses are often overlooked or underestimated.
Yet, our class learned some information that
enlightened us to a social/economic problem in
our community. and rather than dismiss our
education, we acted upon it.
Every Christmas there are families and
individuals who go without many of the things
other.,; may take for granted. Imagine not having a
family to share in ·the celebration of Christmas.
There are children who grow ,up without receiving
presents or experiencing Christmas cheer.
However, there are organizations in_the St. Cloud
area that can make Christmas a reality to families
who have gone without for years.
This process was unique to me in all my years
of education. For the first time, I was doing
something with the infonnation I had been given
in a class.
Our joint decision to aid a family during the

holiday produced a variety of results.,First, it
brought us closer together as a class. Second, it
instilled a sense of p~de in ourselves for making
a decision to benefit someone other than
ourselves, Finally, it placed a renewed sense of
value in our educati0n.
There is much more to college than going to _
classes and making good enough grades to
proceed along to the next course. College is about
learning infonnation that has the ;ibility tq
,
transform and cre.ite 1:hb,Societ)' that.~unf,µt,1~ us.
Our class encourages the student body to go
beyond what the book reads, or what the teacher
says. We challenge the student bocly to use the
classroom as a meeting place to interact and
initiate individual and social change.
Anyone can go to class and read the chapters
and write the paper.,; necessary to make the a
passing grade to pass. However, it takes,an
empowered individual to take what they know
from class and use it to facilitate a ''better''
society and community. True education does not
occur in the classroom, it occurs out in the world
that we u_se it in.
Matt S. Crouch
Junior
lnter-depa~mentat ~peech communications
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1800648-4849
;
On-C■mpusCont act:

FREE TANS

Ben@

plus
register to win:

203-7332

• limo to airport & back• Spend ing$$$ •
• Unlimited tanning packa9es
• QQality tanning lotions ·

654-8998

AGE, 25
YEARS WITH WEST GROUP, 3
F1WORITE MOVIE, The Bredkja,t Club
FAVORITE MUSIC: Freddie Junes, U1mting Crow;, Mauhbox 20

RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY: Visiting temp/a in Hong Kong with her ·
family and rNbbing the head ofa god holding an wmize,d pencil to induce
good penmamhip
FIRST ENCOUNTER W ITH TECHNOLOGY: '11 wa1 in seventh grade

and tried to Jave my term paper to a floppy and crashed the whole romputer."
FASH ION Tl P: Alwajs cor,u t0 work with wet hair

QV OT E: "Ba1kally we diagnoJe the problems attqrneyJ have with a
legal information product. Ltt'1 ;ay it'J a CD~ROM their tower won't
read. Wi have them load new CD-ROM driven or we tell them

how to modify our ()UJ1l software's configuration to make if Wfffk."

MAKE YOUR MARK
West Group - the world's largest
provider of information to r'he
legal marketplace - is looking for
talented people now. So whether
you're into silicon or sales, there's .
a challenge here for you. For more
information on career opportunities,

call l-612-687-8980. Or visit our
Web site at www.;obs.wescgroup.com.

..
.....

WEST

GROUP

See news? Find news? See a fat guy flying in a sleigh over campus? Call the Chronicle tip line at:

255-4086
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Blue-line
specialist
by Rob LsP/ante
SPORTS ~DITOR

Mike Crowley, Ben Clymer, and Dan and
Ryan Trebil all have one thing in common
with SCSU sophomore defenseman Josh
DeWolf - they are all talented defensemen
who have passed through the Bloomington
Jefferson High School program.
Crowley, a Hobey Baker finalist last
season, passed up his
senior year ~s season
with the University of
Miru,esota af'.ter signing
a professional contract
with the Mghty Ducks
of Anaheim.
Crowley's teammate
throughout high school,
college and now the
pro's is Dan Trebil.
JOSH DEWou ~~~ 0
DEFENSm sruwART season for the Ducks.
DeWolf credits two things for the success
Jefferson has in producing these talented
defensemen.
"I think it was a process of having great
coaching and a mixture of having highly
skilled kids playing with each other that has
led to much of our success," DeWolf said.
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl agrees that
the biggest key for the success Qf the fonner
Jefferson players is the coaching.
''There have been a lot of good players
that have come through Jefferson," Dahl said.
'7hebiggestkeyisthecoachesdoagoodjob
of getting their talented players to play hard
and play well."

) ..,
~
Filt photo

~wde!,':,"';:~ · SCSU sophomore defenseman Josh DeWolf skates the puck across the Ice In a game played earlier this year at the National

:'1~~h~;:Ya;i;~ t:h~~

co~o~r

tou:::y ~:o~~o:~ H~:~e~fr:· 1996
second-round draft picks in the Nffi.. DeWolf
was picked 42nd overall by ·the New Jersey
Devils and Clymer was selected 34th overall
by the_Boston Bruins.
Former Huskies, Matt CuJlen and Made
Parrish were also drafted in the same year
DeWolf was and both players left school ~o
sign professional contracts.
·
DeWolf said he is looking forward to

Hockey Center. After a year lull of Injuries, DeWoH _l_s quickly becoming one.of the league's best young delensemen.
someday playing \Jl the Nlil.., but for now
"He had a bad freshman year as far as Dakota's) Jason Blake and David Hoogsteen,
he is concentrating on his college career.
being injured all the time," Awada said. '"This
"Yes the option (turning pro) is theret year, he came out bigger, stronger and faster,
DeWolf said "But for now, I'm content on and right now he is playing huge for us."
staying. New Jersey drafted me and they
This §Cason, DeWolf has been a
really
are
a
workhorse playing
professionally run
on both the penalty
team, but playing
kill and power play
for the Huskies is
units. In 16 games,
the most fun you
he has accumulated
could have, and
five goals and .five
right
now I'm
:/ "·
assists and leads the
positively coming
is
team with a' plus-18
back."
ranking.
·oeWolf spent
tuJo or
The points are

~a~~~ast se~~

~~~~::d

I d,eRnitelyfieel
(IJeWolf) one of the
top
three
defensemen in the
league.

~~~e,

:wot,i;i:t

:~:~::iin

but st~~
~oe i/~!
contribtite
three
George Awada
.
plus-minus ranking.
goals and 11 assists
SCSU JUNIOR FORWARD·
"For me, plusin 31 games played,
minus
means
which
ranked
everything," he said.
second in scoring for Husky defensemen.
"I think that shows the knack _of a good
SCSU junior forward George Awada said defenseman if you have a good ranking. So
he is impressed with the way DeWolf has far, me and Gunior def(;;nseman) Geno Panish
handled himself after 11_ shaky freshman have been playing against other team's top
.season.
linesandlastweekendplayingagainst'(North

we came away plus for the weekend."
_
Awada said he has seen a big
improvement in DeWolfs play this season
andthinkshelSoneoftheelitedefensemenin
the WCHA.
"(U~):,.Curtil ~ a ~~
defenseman," Awada said. "But Murphy has a couple years experience over DeWolf and for
being only a sophomore, I definitely feel
(DeWolf) is one of the top two or three
defensemen in the league."
DeWolf,whoislistedat6'2", 1951bs.,is
not lacking size, something hls head coach
saidisoneofthetheintangibleshepos.sesses.

2J~

wol°::1

~ve~e!ac~bl:~o:i ·

::!~7:1oo: aa;~~~~oct;e pl:y~: pt~ng;
is an excellent akater."
The on]y thipg that worries Dahl and the
Huskies about DeWolf, is the latest trend of
underclassmen leaving school to pursue
careers in the Nffi..
"He definitely has the potential for a
bright future in the Nlil... but his decision of
staying in school is up to. New Jersey," Dahl
saidwithacringe.

Huskies win big) set for conference.opener
by·Rob LsP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Tile best cure for a struggling
basketball team set to open its
conference schedule is an 18-point
road victory.
That is the scenario that took
place Tue~day night in Morris,
Minn., after the SCSU . men's
basketball squad defeated the
University of Minnesota-Morris

83-65.
SCSU Head Coach Kevin
Schlagel said the victory was
impressive from .t.a coaching
standpoint
"We really had a good effort
from all of our players," Schlagel
said. ''They shot the best that they
have all year."

~~~
IS
e 11·- I
Schlagel added h(;; was pleased

with the way the new players have
quickly learned their roles.
"They are starting to come

~ !~~~;:~g~e":~~~;

set%~~~:1 ~

eight players played sparingly last

Wright.son.
"We had our.best shooting night
of the season from the perimeter,"
Schlagel said. "I thought Whitlock
had his best night of the year and
Wright.son w_as shooting the bell
well, hitting siX three-pointers."
Wright.son led the Huskies wi th
20 JX>ints. and Whitlock added 17
points and . five assists. Senior
cei:it: Jon Hinzman also scored 17

~~tha~::~e::!;:!~ the
With the NCC schedule starting
earlier this season than in years
past, Schlagel said the Huskies are
ready for South Dakota State
University, Friday and Augustana
College, Saturday.
''We have some inexperienced
players, but we have a yeteran
team," Schlag~! said. "We do start
(NCC) earlier, but I think we are

~~~J'a!n1

po~tll the team opening its North ··· ready.v
.
Central Conference schedule this
Tile task will ~ot be an easy ?De,
weekend, Schlagel said he is happy as SDSU are the two-time

defending NCC champions.
''They nin the same systems and
"Despite the loss of 'three-time - pretty _much have the same
All-NCC point
guard
Jason offenses," Schlagel said. '"The only
Sempsrott, the Jackrahbitts have difference is they may be a little
still posted a 9*0 record to start this more inside oQented and they have
season.
two outstanding post players."
Schlagel said SDSU is still a
Hinzman will have a tall duty in
top-notch team, even without trying to stop Meister under the
Sempsrott
boards.
"Right now, they are the number .
Schlagel said - he likes that
four team in the nation," Schlagel matchup.
said. ''They- are a veteran ball club,
"I would put Jon up against
who know how to win and they anybody," he said.
have people that are willing to step
Saturday night, the Huskies face
up."
Augustana (7-2). THe Vikings are
SDSU is led 1,1p front by senior suffering from injuries and have
center Kurt Meister and junior lost senior guard Jay Ellwein for the
forward Matt Wallace.
season with a broken ankle.
·
Both players are averaging
Both games are scheduled for 8
double figures in scoring and close p.m. tip;-01fs, Friday and,Sa~i "",
to 10 rebounds per game.
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Huskies land another talented guard
Schreiner keys early-season success for lady hoopsters
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The Husky women's basketball team (5-4)
has an abundance of talent in its young
players this year,. one of which is first-year
gnard Tina Schreiner.
'"Jina -has affecte.d the team in a positive
waj," SCSU Head Coach Lori Ulferts said.

"She has been very strong this year. She plays

good defense and offense."
Schreiner, who graduated from Rocori
High School last spring, has shown interests
in sports throughout her life.
''I played basketball ever since I was
small," Schreiner said "I always wanted to
play basketball in coll,ege."

basketball, volleyball, track and softball
while at Rocori. She lettered three times in
basketball and was the 1996-97 team MVP. In
volleyball, she is a two-time letterwinner and
received team MVP as a senior and also
helpe.d lead the softball team to a conference
championship that same year.
Ulferts said Schreiner has done a good job

Schreiner was a nine---time letterw:inner in • at stepping up to lead the team and thinks she

might have paved the way for other young
players to 00 the same.
"She took it upon herself and went
after it," Ulferts said. "She plays hard
at practices and plays aggressive. in t~
games."
Schreiner is averaging 16 points, six
rebounds, and three assists per game. She has
posted a 48-percent field goal average, 47percent from three-point range, and leads the
team with 30 steals.
Schreiner said she enjoys basketball the
most out of all the sports in which she
participates and p!ayS volleyball and softball
as hobbies.
_
·
Good advice from Schreiner, not only on
the court, but in life is: "Give it your all and
try hard"

'UWJS Johnson/STAFF PHGTOGIW'HER

First-year guard nna Schreiner (43) defends a teammate during a practice drill Wednesday afternoon at Halenbeck Hall.

~,

SCSU hits road Serles
by Tyson Jahn
STA.FF WRITER

The Husky men's wrestling team is on the road this Saturday
at Southwest State University.
SCSU is coming off a fifth-place finish at the SCSU
Invitational last weekend and this weekend will wrestle their
second dual meet of the season.
"'Ibey might not be as good as the teams we have faced
already, but Southwest usually puts together a solid line-up,"
SCSU Head Coach Steve Grimit said. "I don't think they will be
as good as North Dakota State University either, but they'll be
competitive."
The starting line up for the Huskies are: first-year wrestlers
Darren Dummer and Jeremy Reiter, at the 118 and 126 lb. classes,
and junior Wade Chapman, who is filling in for the injured junior
Brian Heimerl al 134.
Junior Brett Swaim will be wrestling in the .142 class, with
first-year grapplers Justin Cox and Klaus Alberts at 150 and 158,
respectively.
"We have been having some problems with the 167 class,"
Grimit said. "We're forfeiting the match this week because
Schroeder isn't losing neces.sary weight."
At 177 will be junior Ryan Marx, who is coming off a big
championship win at the Huskies tournament last weekend.
Junior Jesse Nelson and sophomore Chad Imker will be
wrestling at the 190 and heavyweight classes.
"I think the guys have shown aggressiveness definitely,
. especially Marx and Swaim, and they haVe shown the will to
prepare to win," Grim.it said. "I have been very pleased with the
work ethic and they know if they continue to do it, it will pay off.''
Grimil said dual meets are very important to preparing
· the team for the big conference tournament at the end of the

season.
"You want to win as many dual meets as possible for the
conference tournament, but that doesn't mean a whole lot," Grim.it
said. "No one remembers how you did on a specific date like
Southwest State, but they will remember the Division-II
Nationals."

PAGE

Schreiner and the Huskies are going to
need everything they've got as they head into
the weekend with back-to-back games on the
road. SCSU will play at South Dakota State
on Saturday and head to Augustana for a
Sunday game.
"We're going to play very solid defense
against both teams this weekend," Ulferts
said. "We going to find a way to get the ball
and go with our strengths after that."
As the Huskies play their first conference
game this weekend against SDSU, Ulferts
plans to use the bench for some of her scoring
production.
"We're want the whole bench to start
scoring," Ulferts said "We have players like
(sophomore post) Leah Thomsen and Blade
so we can hopefully get some· sparks going
off the bench."
Ulferts wants to gel some balance between
her starters and substitutes this weekend and
concentrate on them both equally.
"We are gearing toward both games,"
Ulferts said "SDSU is a team that plays well
in the post and Augustana is a three-point type
of team. We want to box out the teams, pull
down some rebounds and score."

1

One of the few bright spots fo, the
Gophers this season has been the play
of forwards sophomore Dave Spehar,
senior, Ryan Kraft and junior, Reggie
Be,g.
.
Kraft is one of their team leaders in
scoring with 12 points. Berg has 11
points and Spe~ has 10 points.
But the Gophers are lacking the
production from their seniors,
particularly goaltender Steve DeBus
and forward Casey Hankinson.
Both players .have struggled for
most of the season and 30phomore
defenseman Ben Clymer, who is
expected to fill the Mike Crowley-void
on the blue-line suffered a seasonending injury last month.
Awada said the Huskies have
adapted well this season to their losses,

but he is not sure if the Gophers are still
trying to recover from the loss of Erik
Rasmussen and Crowley to the
National Hockey League.
'"Ibey' lost their two key players, as
we did, but I don't know what their
problems are right now," Awada said.
'"Ibey have great skill on their team,
but this season we have proven
we have a better team than the
Gophers."
The Huskies have six play~ who
have at least 10 points this season.
Dahl said he is very happy with the
scoring balance on the team.
"We need to •get points from
everybody in the lineup," Dahl said.
"We need lo have balanced scoring."
Friday's game at Mariucci Arena
begins at 7:35 p.m. and Saturday the

IISIIES IS. 80PHEBS

teams will play at the National Hockey
Center. Face-off is scheduled for 7:05
p.m. Saturday night.
''For us, we are looking forwazd to
heading into this series having the
upper hand, because in the past there
was always this mystique of the 'U'
destroying SCSU," DeWolf said

Boo . Revisited: The revised.edition
Story by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

and
Photos by Sara Kirk
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Looking
for
a
classic
paperback? How about an ABC
book? Try Books Revisited.
In 1991, Jon Lee opened a
bookstore ca1led Books Revisited,
and this year the store has reopened in a new location.
Housing ~ks of all types to
entertain any age or personality, the
bookstore takes pride in providing a
relaxed atmosphere for customers
A couple of years ago, Lee
started looking for a larger space
and better location for the
bookstore.
Last spring, he found an ideal
location. After remodeling and redecorating, _Lee opened the new
edition of Books Revisited this fall.
Located
across
from
Herberger's in what was the Osco
Drug building, Lee transformed the
drug store into a cozy book shop for
all to enjoy.
As stated in the store's "mission
statement," Books Revisited is a

multi-dealer shop whi~h specializes
in used and out;-0f-print books.
As college students travel
downtown often, the store will be
more convenient for students on
and off-campus.
Through the window outside,
shoppers view different angles of
the bookstore from round wooden
reading tables to tall bookshelves
on the floor and on an elevated
platform.
Customers of a]I ages may be
seen reading, browsing, or just
enjoying the environment with a
hot cup of coffee or cider, sold
inside the store.
Upon entering Books Revisited,
one is take~ in by the store's new
atmosphere and spaciousness.
Antique cabinets with glass
doo[S filled with unique and age old
literature line the waJls. From the
cabinets to a built-in wooden
platform, a warm environment is
created.
''Our old place was so crowded_,"
Lee said. "We have so much more
space here."
,
According to Lee, the grand
opening of the new location was on
Nov. 29 and business has been good
so far.
Due to the location across from

Megan Broberg, freshman, couid not decide which of the store's
many sections to start her browsing,

Alexa Hughes, two years old, was busy browsing through books with her mother, Terri Hughes,
on Thursday in the children's department of the newest edition of Books Revisited.
Centre Square on -. West St.
Germain, Lee says the store
receives a lot of "walk-by traffic" or
"window shoppers."
He added a lot of.hls business is
college srudents.
''I really like the new look of
the store," said Gina Lang. "It has
such a good atmosphere."
A question students often ask is
if textbooks are for saJe or can be
bought ~ack there.
In order to clarify this, Lee said
textbooks cannot be purchased
there, but many paperbacks and
other literature can be.
"We get a lot of the 'beat
generation' who are interested in .
authors such as Kerouac and
Burrows," Lee said. "I'm rea1ly
excited about this business and
want to appeaJ to college students."
A person would pay half

the cover price or less for most of
the
store's
books
with
some collectible first edition
:;:~:. being slightly more
For example, a JXlpular book in
bookstores and Hallmarks last
winter was "Sisters", with its retail
price being $27-30, it can be
purchased at Books Revisited for ·

$13.
Lee said the old stereotype of a

used book store being one of poor
selection with few options is not
correct.
He said ''Books Revisited'' ls
more interested in quality than
quantity.
One unique thing about the store
is that many dealer's books and
various collectibles are on display
there.
There are several specialty

dealers within the store who stock
books in a variety of subject areas.
New and out-of-print books can
speciaJ Miered i~si~ ,the

:::.be

The store is willing to do "book
buy-back" for cash or trading-credit
toward merchandise in the
store. The only limiting factor
would be that the store had too
many of the particular book
stocked.
· "The atmosphere here is
very
relaxed,"
~
said,
"We just want people to be able
tQ browse, here without being
hurried."
Whether a person is looking
to meet interesting people or
find quality literature at a better
price, the newly located business
Books Revisited may be the
W wer.

Those other holiday celebrations
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

During this season of Santa Claus and
Mistletoe, many people often overlook the
celebrations surrounding Hanukkah and

Kwanzaa.
Students prove, though, that they are two
imJX)rtant holidays observed by many.
Hanukkah is one of the oldest celebrations
around, and certainly the oldest Jewish
holiday. It is even documented in the Bible. It
does, however, remain one of the most
misunderstood holidays.
Jewish student Ryan Friedland, freshman,
admits that it is an event full of myths., due
mostly to the omission of Jewish history in
many books. Now he wants to debunk some
of the commonly held beliefs about
Hanukkah.
"People should first understand that
~ Hanukkah is not really a religious holiday,"
saidFriedlarxl.

Instead, it is an eight-day festivaJ of lights
that is really about eating, dancing, and
getting together with family and friends.
"It's a very _simplistic holiday," he
commented
·
In fact, most Jewish children do not get
presents for Hanukkah, despite the popular
belief.
·
It is reaJly only an American tradition, and
a rare one at that, started for Jewish children
who felt left out of the gift-giving ritual of
Christmas.
~
'\Even when you do· get presents, it's
usually socks or undeiwear," Frie.dland said
"But I didn' t mind I had plehty of toys as a
kid."
Some traditions Jewish people do have are
lighting the nine candles of the menorah and
playing a game with the dreidel, a four-sided
top with Hebrew symbols on each side.
According to Friedland, families play the
game for chOCOlate money, caJled gelt ·
Mainly, though, Hanukkah is just an

excuse to sit down and catch up with family
and friends. That is one reason Friedland
finds the holiday so speciaJ.
"Some of my favorite memories involve
just talking with my family by the glow of the
menorah," Friedland said.
Similar memories are built around
Kwanzaa, a much · newer, but no less
iinJX)rtant, holiday.
Kwanzaa is a seven-day event celebrated
by African-Americans. It was started in 1966
to create unity within the community.
'1t reaJly unifies the African-American
people and helps to maintain their history,"
said sophomore Mark Schindler.
Kwanzaa is not a replacement for
Christmas; and like Hanukkah, is not
religious in nan.ire.
,
Instead, it is a time for people to come
together and make the African- American
community stronger.
Each day represents a different principle.
While one principle is about maintaining

unity, another emphasizes the' importance of
self-determination.
Otherprinciples focus on collective work
and responsibility, cooperative economics,
restoring the African-American people to
their traditional greatness, creativity, and, on
the seventh day, faith.
"Kwanzaa is really about the enrichment
of self," said Schindler. '1t has very good
vaJues."
There is a traditional Kwanzaa feast and
hand-made or educational gifts are
exchanged during the holiday.
People also light-the candles of the Kinara,
which is similar to. the menorah, and is a .
symbol of the peoples' ancestors.
Although their histories are different, both
Hanukkah and Kwanzaa are times to
remember the struggles of the past and an
opportunity to look to the future.
Hanukkah will begin this year on Dec.
23. Kwanzaa starts on Dec. 26 al)d lasts until
Jan. I.
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A Cht4istmas cat4d's jot-t~ey
Holiday greetings pass through many sets of hands
before.they reach their destination and bring joy
Story by
Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

and
Photos by Lukas Johnson
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The journey of a Christmas card
is a rushed one as the holiday
quickly approaches.
Some niay question if all the
work is worth it, but it is one
tradition that will never die.
For some ~pie, there is
nothing more exciting than picking
out the perfect to share with friends
and family.
It can also be a very frustrating
event, though.

Above, Rhoda Schrader, director of University Organizations,
looks for the perfect card Tuesday afternoon In Campus Mart.
Below, Thomas Hoffarthy of the Mall Processing Center, sorts
_letters and cards Monday, the busiest mall day of the year.

'1'here are so many choices,"
said freshman Marlo Leoni.
'.'It's very hard to pick the right
cant."
Hallmark alone offers hundreds
of different designs, said employee
Bill Weinreich.
The most popular cards offer a
general Christtµas theme and are
not necessarily religious.
The selection drops off, though.
as Christmas gets closer.

Each Hallmark store sells
"The system tends to get a little
thousands of cards e-tery year.
clogged," he said.
'
''People buy them right up until
International packages should
Christmas and then start the day have been out Dec. 8, unless the
after; when they're on sale," sender uses priority f9ail.
Weinrich said.
John Diederich of Pack and
Once people have finally made Mail also had so!lle packaging
their card purchase, the truly tips.
difficult part comes - sending them
During his time at the packing
out
·
·
place, he has packaged everything
Roy Reyno!~. a St. Cloud Post from dead dogs to Christmas
Office employee, estimated at least cookies.
10 cards are
His advice is
that less is
sent out per
household,
better.
forcing
the
"Smaller.
lighter-weight
Post Office to
deliver
presents are a lot
between 200less expensive
250,000 cards
and easier to
from this city
send," Diederich
aJone.
said.
'That's
He
also
advises people to
probably
a
very
low
get as much as
estimate, too,"
they can in one
box, instead of
Reynolds said.
It is for
sending out a lot
Marlo Leoni
Leoni,
who
of
little
said she is
packages.
FRESHMAN
limiting herself
It is a lot -to
think
about
to 50 cards this
year.
during this time
Fear not, though. As always, the when most people are already
ost Office will deliver.
feeling stressed.
According to Reyno!~, after a
There is nothing like that feeling
view of last year's statistics, the of accomplishment, however, when
st Office Headquarters has leased the last card is sent
trucks to ensure
And there is nothing like the
warm feeling most people get when
Qley _ receive . a hand-picked,
, last- person"alized card. .,.
''It makes me feel loved," said
mis Leoni. "It really gets me into the
Christmas spirit."
·ng
After all, that's what all the work
is about, isn't it?

There are so many
choices.
It's very hard
to pick the
right
card

-·

With exceptional styles and unbelievable
diamonds, D.J. Bitzan Jewelers is your fust choice
foi diamond engagement rings. We specialize in
Ideal Cut diamonds-precisely cut for maximum
brilliance, yielding incredible sparkle and fire. You
simply have to see these be<;1,utiful diamonds. Once
you've seen them, you won't want to settle for
anything less.

••• of" songs, readings, and reflections

Our prices compare with other jewelers'
average cut diaff!onds.

Mon - Sat, 10 am - 10 pm
Dosed Sunday

251-4812
Crossroads Center

33% Disco unt with Student ID

E
C
y
C
L
E

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:10 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-1261
OFFICE: 251-'3260
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Maypole on the road to Top 40 success
on Sony's WORK label. After five
years with The Wallflowers,
guitarist Tobi Miller moved on to
~yrics are important in today's
fonn Maypole.
music.
The final addition to the group
Whether or not you
was lead singer Hans
can make out the words,
Hitner.
you'd like Lo assume a
Hitner had spent a
band's lyrics are making
c0nsiderable amount of
some sort of statement.
time in punk rock and
After all, lyrical music is
hard core bands and was
one of the many fonns
up for the change.
of artistic expression
Making an established
and we'd all like to
punk rocker mellow out
believe our favorite
is equivalent to making
artists actually have
Garth Brooks sing opera.
something to say.
It makes for an
Maypole is a band based on
. interesting i;:ombination:
lyricaJ chaos. I'm not sure if
Hitner has a rough monotonous
Maypole themselves couJd tell you voice. It is the voice of an ailing,
the meaning behind some of their
veteran smoker- this singing style
songs. Their press release brushed
is perfect for punk rock. When he
it off as "lyrical obscurity, hidden
stretches for higher notes, he
. meanings and muffled
soiinds like an out-of-control case
interpretations." But I think chaos
of laryngitis.
best describes it.
,
The album's first single,
Maypole. released their debut
"Concrete Shoes," was written by
album, "Product," earlier this year
Hitner, who does all of the

by Be.tsy Cahill
MUS/CCR/TIC

songwriting for Maypole. This is
where we get our first taste of his •·
"lyrical obscurity." With the
repetition of lines lfke "I saw you
,pissing in your pool" and "You
killed yourself, It ain't no country,"
the listener
begins to
wonder what on
earth this song
is about. Good
question.
Despite the
mystery behind
the lyrics,
Maypole has a
very likable
musical style.
is
};Qtner's punk
rock influence
is present, but •
subdued. Other
influences
include The
Clash, Police, Rocket From the
Crypt and The Replacements.
Miller said these influences help to
create the ''tapestry of sound" the ·

band is hoping to achieve in its
style.
"Concrete Shoes" is actually
quite singalong-able, as are most
of the songs off of "Product,"
despite the confJJsion in the lyrics.
Repeating riffs
and a driving
rh}'thm section,
guided by
Hitner'S intense
voice make for
some catchy
tunes.
The song
"My Window"
alone made this
to
album worth
keeping: I was
intrigued by
the line "When
you're caught
by the leg, you
chew thfOugh
it." "My Window" has an
aggressive, yetsimple melody
sung by a guy who sounds
incredibly enraged.

Making an
rstablished punk
rocker mellow out
equivalent
making Garth
Brooks sing
opera.

"Drag the Lake" seems to be an
exact replica of The Replacements'
style. In fact, if you close ybur
eyes and imagine Paul Westerberg
with a horrible cold, you would
probably think it was them.
The tempo takes a well
deserving rest at the ~ixth track on
the CD, "Clearance Sale (6
Years)." The sensitive acoustic
beauty of this ballad is a bit
crushed by Hitner's straining
voice. The only song on the album
that made sense lyrically, it tells of
a failed long-distance relationship
and the "six years and a thousand
miles" separating two people both
physically and mentally. ·~
"Product" is a valiant first
effort I was at first dismayed by
the lack of sense in the lyrics, but
their musical prowess definitely
sucked me in. Also, the album's
hidden track is a cover of Elvis
Costello's "Watch Your Step," and
a nice addition.
Maypole plays live tonight in
Halenbeck with The Wallflowers.

LOOK FOR THE BARRELS.
SCSU Toy Drive 1997

tu
ItUHl

St. Cloud State University
Toys for Tots
Toys are donated to the Marine
Corps reserve Toys for Tots
program for needy children.
Please make a difference and help
everyone have .a happy holiday.

December 1st through December 19th.
Sponsored by ADFED and

PRSSA

Write for
the
University
Chronicle.
Come to
Stewart Hall
13, or call
Ryan Voz,
Editor
255-2449

Classifieds
Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt., in a house.

Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.

CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractjve, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well ·cared-for building
with classic design. New unit and
common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools, spa, DW; and micros.
Call 240-0234 to take a look.

::r~r

in ; ~~:- ~:~r:~:=~nd •male, $225
professional
kitchen. No pets. Parldng 253-5340 _ . n~ighb<irtiopd near campus,. bus
line, non-smoking,· no pet laundry,
HOUSE FOR RENT:
9
540 Virginia 2557-bdrm. house acrciss frcim campus.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 255WYNDEMERE APTS.
95852-bdrm. $270/mo. Clean, quiet
building w/ outdoor deck. Cati Marc
HIGH POINT APT.
a1251-1249.
rent your own room $165/month.
Includes basic cable, OW, micro.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtown. Call 259- spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts in 8-ple>t
Private off-street parldng. Laundry,
9673.
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

&i1 ~~s:f t;i'·

1 & 2-llDRM. APTS.

available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease on~.
Call 240-9463.
.2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
SummerAall. Call 251-8941.
$$$$$EFACIENCIES:
$20D-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker, Call Greg 267·
3291 or255-1274.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets . .2535340.
2-llDRM. $425/MO.
ForestvieW apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parldng/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near · Halenbeck.
$185/mo. Heat pd. Nonhem Mgmt.
654-8300.

PRIVATE ROOMS?
we have several vacancies for men
and women in 4-bdnn. apts. and
house, DW, micro., close to SCSU,
EPM 251-6005.
· MALE TO SHARE ,
4-bdrm. apt. Heat pd., private room,
~-SCSU, DW, new carpet. 251-

STATEVIEW
4-bdnn. units on campus. Two
showers, OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-091 o.
3 SINGLE ROOMS ·
in house. Near campus. 251-2116.
ROOM$ FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd. ·
~~~a~~o~::t;~sRi==
· 252-6153, leave a message.

Policie~:
•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.

•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been .
establishw with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the. amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 25502164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
1 & 2-llDRM. APTS.
.$370-$445/mo. Large rooms and
ciosets. Lots ol windows with blinds.
Off-street parkingWilh plug-ins. Heat
pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.•

1-llDRM. APT; .
near SCSU, open immediately,
$350/mo. Cati 253-5787.

BEGINNING WEIGHT TRAINING
designed to meet the needs of a
beginner as well as those with
expe~ence by covering lifting

--~=~---- , through May. $390/mo. avail. Jan, 1.

1-llDRM. SUIH.EASE

EFACIENCIES
with hardwood lloors, and Murphy
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.

Jan. rent pd. East side. Call 612·
425-6172.

techniques, injury prevention,
proper stretching and goal setting.
We will spend time finding an

MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300,

individualized program to meet your
specff~ needs. Limit 12 students.
Begins Thurs. Jan. 18 and
coninues through Feb. 12. It will be
held every Tues. and Thurs. 6 p.m. •
7 p.m. at the National Hockey
Center weight room. This is free to
students/ laculty/ staff who have an

AFFORDABLE
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on S.E. side.
$37D-$445/mo. On bus line. Heat,
water, garbage & parking pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. with two full baths.
Extra 'storage. DW;- garages,
secunty. Heat pd. Results, 2530910.
WESTCHESTER PARK Al>T.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2·
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, ow; on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdnn. townhomes, individual
leases, $200J$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
MA~E ROOMMATE WANTED
$215/mo., heat pd. Call 202-1211.

1, 2 & 3-BDRM. APTS.
avail. now and 1/1/98. Dan 2559163.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
dose to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 251·
8284, or251-9418.

BENTONWOOD
2-bdrm. apts. S.E. St. Cloud, $400.
Heat pd. avail. 12/15, 1/1, and 2/1.
Dan 255-9163.

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 251·
8284, or251-9418.

BENTONWOOD
2-BDRM. APTS.
1-bdrm. apt. Near Cobom's. Dan
2
9163
1 block from . campus. Newly
55·
~.~~~-large bdrm. 253-1154•. __S_U_IH._EA-SE_S_P_E_C_IA_LS
__

MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

SGLS/DBLS in houses and apts.
255-9163.

Thursday. Dt~ccmher 18: 1997

::ili~urv~:~~~bt:'~'°g~j
24D-6988.

RAMBLER DUPLEX
1 BDRM.APT.
3-bdrm. apt., $225/a rm., S.E. side
1 STOP SHOPPING
: 1~ ; :
campus bus line, quiet/professional
residential area. Private entry, LN, - WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts. bus line, on-site laundry. . Heat,
DNI/, non-smoker, no pets. Avail. with various . floor plans and . w{l.ter, garbage, parking included.
12/1. Virginia, 259"4540 (D), 255- amenities. Choose your size and Call 654-1854.
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
0479 (E).
654-8300.
BEST SUB-LEASER ON 5TH
SUBLETS AVAIL
AVE.
1 ROOM AVAIL NOW
call today. All your housing needs,
immediate opening, male, usually
251-1814.
. in 4-bdrm. house. Util. pd. Free $225/mo. Now $179/mo. thru May.
laundry. $225/mo., $200 deposit. Private room in 2 bath apt. Heat and
202-9598, Chad.
elec. included. Quiet well-managed
OLYMPIC II
building, . individual lease, low
3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 4MICHIGAN PLACE
deposit 259-09n.
bdrm. split units with two full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages and large 2-bdrm. on S.E side. French
ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910. balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

~e~~\:7~i!: ;~

SINGLE ROOMS
avail. immediately. $179/mo. Heat
pd., 253-1154.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. Un!s and bHeve~. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

~r~~t~ntra=
3325.

~~c.fu~~~

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE

avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library si1e on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat pd. Aesutts
Propelty Management. 253-0910.

For Sale
POWERFUL HIGH END ONKYO
INTEGRA TX-88 RECEIVER
and Onkyo ES-600. Pro Dolby
surround processor. Infinity sterling
SS-2005 speakers. SBI SC-305
center channel speaker. All mint
cooo. $350., cash, Call 240-6988.
1984 GRAND PRIX LE
good winter car, $650/ o.b.o. 2029406.
31" SONY TRINITRON TV
like new. Pd. $1,200, sell lor $700.
Call Bany at 253-7848.

Notices
NON-TRADITIONAL ST\JDENT
SUPPORT GROUP
held every Wed. from 11 a.m.- to
noon in Stewart Hall, Am. 103. We
welcome all new non-traditional
students.
PARENT SUPPORT GROUP!
Married and single parents
welcome. Meetings held Fridays in
Stewart Hall 103 from 1 p.m. to 2
p.m. Call Counseling Center for
questions. 255-3171.

i'iiETENil
The .Biblical Jesus will · infinitely
torture, in infinite, burning,
screaming hell, his own .children, if
they do not believe Christiani~, and
H they do not adopt the Christian
religion. (Luke 16:22-24) (Luke 6:24"
25) (Mark 9:43-48) (Matt. 8:12)
(Matt. 7:13-14) (Matt. 5:21)-30) (Rev.
20:10-15) (Rev. 14:11) (Rev. 21:B)
The very foundation of Christianity is
persecution and terrorism on the
basis of belief and on the basis of
religion. People are terroristically
indoctrinated from birth into being
Christians. Anyone who is Christian
is a terrorized persor:i. Dare to
Mstioo all religion, Atheism is _true.
FlQht terrorism.
God loves tfle people of this
wold so very much that he gave
me, his only son, so that all those
who are partners with me shall
have eternal life and.shall never
die.
-Jesus of Nazareth

Employment
ALL SEASON HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
is looking for 3 to 4 ind. with great
communication skills. Must be neat
in appearance and willing to learn.
We will train management
possibilities for the right ind. Parttime or full-time positions avail. For
more info. call Chad Trulson, 1-888389-3455.
PART-TIME MORNINGS
from 7 a.m. • 2 p.m., some
mechanical ability. Pay negotiable.
Mon. · Thurs. Stop in for an
application. See Chris at U-Haul,
immediate openjng.

1

Thursday, December 18, 1997
BUSINESS IS BOOMING
sales person needed, 654-6974.
Ask for Kel~.

THEATRE MAJORS
make money performing humorous
skits for audiences. Part-time,

flexible hours, good pay. Training
and costumes prov~ed. 252-1012.

WANTED AT RESIDENCE
BABYSITTER
for 2 children, 6 and 4. Near Pirate's
Cove. North of St. Cloud.
Weeknights, 5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Good pay, more hours avail. 3?(}252-8599, Ke!h.
PART-TIME WAITERS
.evenings, Wed. thru Sal Vilo Lanes,
252-5644.
NOW HIRING
all positions. Apply at downtown
Pizza Hut, 255-5500.
$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
· info. Call 410-783-8275.
·
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSEII
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics,· sailing, etc.
Anene Streisand, 1-BOo-443-6428;
516-433-8033.
SPRING _
BREAK '98
- free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica- and Florida
from $399 and_up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
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$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part-time. At home.
Toll free, 1-S00-218-9000 ext. R3883 for ll<tings.•
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING DIFFERENT FOR
. CHRISTMAS BREAK?
Camp Friendship needs college
· studen1s to wor1c Dec. 26 - 31 (5
p.m.): We wor1c ~h adults & ~s ·
with disabilities, · providing winter
recreation such as snowroobiling &,
ice fishing, as well as assisting with
personal cares. Brief training
provided. Great experience for
anyone who likes to be with people!
Room' Board/ Salary. ·Don't srt at
home, come share the experience!
1-600-450-8376.
e-mail
friendl@spacestar.com
Friendship Venture.EOE.
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
GYMNASTICS COACHES
-WANTED
must have positive attitude, ability to
work wen with children, and
knowledge or willingness to learn
the sport. Call Gymnastics Academy
of St. Cloud, 251-4m.

Attention
BEST HOTELS, LOWEST
PRICES.
ALL SPRING BREAK locations.
Cancun, Jamaica, from $399,
Florida, from $89, Texas, Mazatlan,
Bahamas. Register your group o(be•
our Campus Rep. HI00-327-6013.
www.icpt.com

$20 FREE GAS
ask for Marie, 203-7593. (EooCleen)

LOOKING FOR A RIDE
I'm looking for a ride near or to
Sioux City, IA, for Christmas break.
I'd also like to arrange a ride back to
St. Cloud before or on 12/31. ~II
pay gas. Sarah 654-0885.

" ~ ! CALL LEISURE
TOURS FOR SPRING BREAK
PACKAGES TO SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN, JAMAICA AND
FLORIDA.fill§
VELFREEAND

SPRING BREAK '98
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. For
more into: Calr -•1-800-446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
frol"(l pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free 1800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
•
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

www.leisuretours.com
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson $.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and ·all other
studen1s, $5. All other weekdays,
$6..
SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours airfare,
7 nights in hotel, transfers, and
parties. For brochure, earnings
and/or FREE trip.1-S00-395-4896.
(www.collegetours.com)
PARKING SPACE
I'm looking to r~nt a parking space
near the intersection of 5th Ave. S.
and 1oth St. I would like something
off street preferably a garage. Call
Sarah at 654-0885.
FREE CASH GRANTSI
·college, scholarships, bUSiness,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000 ext. R-3883 for
listings.

2018 8th St. N• St. Clou.. _d•

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Alea. TollFree
1·800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts . . 1..s00-3664786. http://www.rnaz~xp.com
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The Girf.
H1111garia11 weight
loss l)elt or
ham,a11d turkey

'ation

LOOKIN' FOR SOME.OFUN.?
check this out! - -

/ , •
tp.'offf!g

Wednesda.y, foday
& Sunday Nights:
8 p.m.-12 a.m.
16 ye~s & older

With J)ToV"Ololle.

The mvsterv
.
. conti11nes.
.

·.

• Thursday & Sunday
Nights: 9 p.m.-la.m.
18 years & older

The newest & hottest dance club invites you to
experience a great way to party, Porky's Way!

At Erbert & Gerbert's f~hneAA counts, not only when it comes to our
~ches, hut al!K> with the way we :took at · the world. Take the

Porlol·s Pal'fll House
Riverside Mall-Oo~ntown Princeton, Mn {612) 389-4722

!'limple art of naming a sandwich. We prefer names like 'The Ha.lley'S

Comet, The Bomk, or The Girt. Not exactly nonna.l, but then again,
you have to a11k yot~lf. who wants a nonnal sandwich? 1\lake mtre
yon vt,dt Erbert & Gerhert's and

tJ:Y. one

of our fourteen · delicious

HAV£ you THouqln AbouT WHERE you will be
liviNq NEXT YEAR?
Tr£ CLASSIC, BRDGEYEW SOUTH, PARK
SOUTH, RIVER RDGE Al'V BRDGEVEW WEST.

sandwiches. Sanrlwiches as uncommon. a., their names.
- -- - - - - - - ~

Otr buidngs have d of the amerrues that you

ERB~RJ"_6ERBERT'S

WOUd expect n 1st dass accomnodations. Pus
some have extras Ike i"l--house corrputers free for

strnsot.curns
call 253-4963.

University Village Townhomes
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroori1 townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
wil.h three trips per hour to SCSU

stu_dent use and tuckuider parkng.
We hove tWo dnd fou- bedroom apartments all
withil walking distance to' carrpus.
·-

O,eck us ouT you woN'T be diSAppo:Nred.

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.

259-4259

.,,. Clo,d Technical College •

Totally

conmned

with providing hands-on experience nece55ary to obtain a real
job!" "lnm,c,o" '"

Committed

·To

ropro,tding

Features Include:

the best educati~n possible for you!·

• Heated Swimming Pool
e S.and VoUeybaU Court
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Heat and Water Paid
• Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
• Ceiling Fans In Bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwp.ve/Dlshwasher
• Air Co.nditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities
• Vending Machines
• Individual Leases
• PleasaJ:?-t/Quiet Atmosphere

salary, a license or certification is invaluable.,. ~The newest

..

~

bm mil,ble

Technology

OOOlinai,wd

borngra,gh,

at St. Cloud Technical College is required for success in

the workplace.M -A Sludent's

Wew

sta.ool>11!CIINICAL

COLLEGE
(io/Jm Oppo,tw<iti,s

I

J

4.

l,, •

(320) 6S4-S089, t-800-222-1009 or (VffiY) 654-5988
1540 Northway Drive • SI:. Cloud, MN 56303-1240
AD,1.,._-.Fadi"~""-Actor/E~Opporl.ntyEducfllor_. .~ ~

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Cq.11 252-2633

